
THE PRINCIPAL PERSPECTIVE 

 

   All Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day are two significant feast days in our Catholic church which are celebrated 
on Nov. 1 and 2. When we speak of “saints” we are talking and remembering people who once lived and 
their life had such an impact on others that they are our special ‘heroes”.  The stories of these people inspire 
us to try harder to act with kindness and love toward all of God’s creation.  
 

   All Soul’s Day we remember all of our family and friends who have passed away and pray for their eternal 
rest. These two days remind us of the unique gift we have in life and demonstrate ways we can make a   
difference during our life. Wonderful days of reflection! 
 

   Field of Honor will be celebrated during the week of Veterans Day. This tribute to our servicemen and  
women is another reminder of God’s love for us and the United States of America. The men and women who 
have served in one of our Armed Services answered a call to serve others. God calls us all to serve. However 
we answer that call is what makes our country strong and united. Service is a hallmark of Catholic Education. 
You will see this quality selflessly demonstrated in our SMS students. We thank God for our country, our    
servicemen and women and for the gift of our education. 
    

   Report cards, parent teacher conferences and Thanksgiving will conclude this first quarter of 2018-2019 
school year. The students have worked hard these past 10 weeks. At the conference you are welcome and 
encouraged to bring your student with you. This is an opportunity for parent, student and teacher to        
communicate and set new goals. I am sure you will find it to be very productive. 
    

   Thanksgiving is such a wonderful time of year. How great it is to just say ”thank you” and  exhibit being 
grateful! This is probably the most important lesson to teach our children. When we appreciate others and 
everything we have, we treat others with kindness. Isn’t this the world we want for our children?  
 

   So, I thank you. For being the parents you are, for sharing your most precious gift(s) with us and for the  
support you give our faculty and staff. Have a blessed and loving Thanksgiving Day!  
 

SHOUT OUTS:  
Megan Korpiel ’14 -Congratulations on a full US Army ROTC scholarship! Megan is a freshman at Loyola of 
Maryland studying Pre Med. Megan was awarded the Bronze Medal for her achievement in Physical Training! 
 

Ann Marie Deutsch 

Principal 
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EARLY CHILDHOOD,  
KINDERGARTEN, 1ST, 3RD, 5TH & 7TH  

& NEW STUDENTS 
Notices were sent home for the above grades last 
June and upon entrance about required NYS     
physicals.  If you have not done so already, please 
send in a copy of the physical. 
   Notices will go home soon with students,       
requesting missing physicals.  Physicals are      
acceptable if they were completed within 12 
months prior to the start of the school year. 

Health Screenings to be completed at school will 
start in November or December. The screening 
guidelines are: 
Vision:  
 Distance and near vision acuity for all new students 

and  grades K, 1, 3,5 & 7. 

 Color perception screening for all new students. 

Hearing:  
Screening for all new students and grades K, 1,3, 5 & 7. 

Scoliosis: 
 Scoliosis (spinal curvature) screening for girls in 

Grades 5 & 7. 
A letter will be sent home if there are any findings on the 
screening that would cause concern or need medical  
follow-up. 
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The Nurse’s Office - Mrs. Nicholson, RN 

Calendar Notes 

 Nov. 1 - Mass 9 AM 

 Nov. 2 - Mass 9 AM 

 Nov. 3 - Meat Raffle 6:00 PM 

 Nov. 6 - PTO Meeting 6:30 PM 

 Nov. 7 - Faculty Meeting 3:30 PM 

 Nov. 7 - Gr. 5 Heritage Fair 1-2:30 PM 

 Nov. 11 - Nov. 16 - Field of Honor 

 Nov. 12 - NO SCHOOL/ Veterans Day 

 Nov. 13 - Picture Re-Take Day 9AM 

 Nov. 13 - Field of Honor Opening      
 Ceremony 10 AM 

 Nov. 13 - SAC Meeting 6:30 PM 

 Nov. 16 - Marian Student Lunch        
 with Mrs. Deutsch 

 Nov. 16 - Report Cards Sent Home 

 Nov. 21 - Nov. 23 - NO SCHOOL 

 Nov. 30 - Spirit Wear Day &                    
 Early Dismissal 11:30 AM 

 ADMINISTRATION  OF MEDICATION 

 NO student may transport or carry  
        medication during school hours. 

 NO medication may be sent with a   
student or left in a classroom. 

   Parents must bring all medication to the Nurse or 
school office along with a written note from the 
prescribing physician stating the drug to be given, 
the time it is to be given and the dosage to be  
given.  Medication must be signed in. 
   PARENTS MUST ALSO SIGN A WRITTEN         
STATEMENT GIVING THE NURSE PERMISSION TO 
ADMINISTER ALL  MEDICATION.     
This includes ALL medications, both            
prescription and non-prescription (even 
cough drops).  Request this form when your 
child needs to be given medication. 

   SICK OR INJURED STUDENTS 

If your child is sick, please call & notify the 
school of the illness.  Send an excuse/note 
when he/she returns to school. The note should  
include any diagnosis such as strep throat, 
bronchitis, pneumonia, flu, etc.  If they are 
injured and come to school with a cast, splint, 
sling or stitches, please  provide a note from 
the doctor listing Gym and Recess restrictions.  
An additional note from the doctor is required 
when they can once again participate in Gym 
and Recess. 

 Dec. 1 - Breakfast with Santa 9 AM 

 Dec. 5 - Faculty Meeting 3:30 PM 

 Dec. 6 - St. Genesian Play 1:30 PM & 
6:30 PM 

 Dec. 7 - Mass 9 AM 

 Dec. 7 - Early Dismissal 11:30 AM 

 Dec. 10 - SAC Meeting 6:30 PM 

 Dec. 11 - PTO Meeting 6:30 PM 

 Dec. 14 - Santa Store & Spirit Wear 
Day 

 Dec. 17 - Christmas Concert 6:30 PM 

 Dec. 20 - Christmas Lunch 

 Dec. 21 - Roller-skating Day 

 Dec. 24 - Dec. 31 - NO SCHOOL 

        

 Jan. 1 - Jan. 4 - NO SCHOOL 

 Jan. 7 - SAC Meeting 6:30 PM 

 Jan. 9 - Faculty Meeting 3:30 PM 

 Jan. 9 - PTO Meeting 6:30 PM 

 Jan. 11 - Mass 9 AM 

 Jan. 11 - Geo Bee Finals 

 Jan. 18 - Yearbook Group Photos 

 Jan. 19 - Euchre Tournament 6 PM 

 Jan. 21 - NO SCHOOL 

 Jan. 24 - Gr. 5-8 Oratorical Contest 

 Jan. 25 - Spirit Wear Day 

 Jan. 27 - Catholic Schools Week      
Family Mass and Coffee Hour 9 AM       



ST. GENESIUS  

PLAYERS 

- Miss Commisso, Director   
 

   The St. Genesius Players are off to a great 

start this year!  We have 32 students, with 11 
of them being new to the group.                 
Mrs. Tessendorf and Miss Meenan are back 
helping this year, and we have welcomed 
Miss Wisner, our Pre-K teacher, as another 
director.  It’s great to have new faces both 
onstage and off.   
   Our first play will be performed on       
Thursday, December 6th, at 1:30 and 6:30 
PM.  As we have traditionally done, the show 
has a Christmas theme and is called Behind 
the Pageant.  It is a lighthearted look behind 
the scenes at the final dress rehearsal for the 
annual  Christmas pageant.  In between their 
turns on stage the characters are learning 
more about the first Christmas, and as with 
real life, they all pull together at the end to 
give a great performance.  We hope you will 
join us and maybe learn something you didn’t 
know.   

 

PTO - Mr. Westerman,  

Co-Chair President  

   This is a busy quarter coming up, the leaves 

are turning, the costumes and candy are   
coming, followed by the W word and the S 
word. To distract you from the two words 
that shall not be mentioned, the PTO has 
some great events coming up. 
   Join us on November 3rd which is our very 
popular Meat Raffle, or on December 1st for 
the  Breakfast with Santa or the Santa Store 
on the 14th with the Christmas Luncheon on 
the 20th. Our annual Christmas Luncheon 
allows all of the  students, faculty and staff to 
join together in celebrating the birth of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
   January brings a Euchre Tournament on the 
19th, Catholic Schools Week starting on the 
27th and we will also be sending out the order 
forms for Niagara Candy. Yummo. 
   We have meetings on 11/6, 12/11, and 1/9 
and everybody is always welcome and      
encouraged to attend. 

  

ACTIVITY CENTER 

- Miss Commisso, Billing    

   The Activity Center is as busy as ever with 

about forty families registered to use this 
service.  Everyone is welcome to send their 
children to the Activity Center, but you must 
complete a registration form and pay the $50 
annual registration fee.  The form is essential 
because it lets the staff know who is allowed 
to pick your child up, whether they have any 
allergies, and what the emergency contact 
numbers are. We have an excellent group of    
women taking care of the children: Mrs. Koch 
and Mrs. Guittar in the  morning, and        
Miss Finewood, Mrs. Chaides, and             
Mrs. Pietropaolo in the afternoon.   
   This is a great, very reasonably priced     
service.  Rates are $9 per hour for one child, 
and $2 per hour for each additional child in a 
family.  Invoices are sent out monthly through 
FACTS and paid online.  If you need care for 
your child, either before or after school,   
consider using our Activity Center.   

SCHOOL ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE (SAC) 

- Mrs. Miller, Co-Vice Chairperson 

SAC is always looking for new volunteers to 

contribute ideas about academics, faith    
formation, social and service activities,      
operations, and how to best market               
St. Mary’s School to new families.  SAC’s   
purpose is to collaborate with the principal to 
foster an understanding of the school among 
parents, area parishioners, and the civic   
community in order to create better support 
for Catholic education. SAC is also mindful in 
its work to nurture an environment where the 
youngest to the oldest SMS students feel 
included and part of the life of the school.   
   For the next several months, SAC is       
working on planning for St. Mary’s 170th             
anniversary next year, as well as gearing up 
for Catholic Schools Week at the end of    
January. Middle School social events are also 
being planned through SAC, such as the trip 
to the local haunted hayride. Anyone        
interested in joining SAC can attend any 
monthly meeting held in the school. The next 
one is Nov. 12 at 6:30 pm. 
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WISHLIST 
For St. Mary’s School faculty and staff, there 

are several unbudgeted  supplies, teaching 
tools and “wish” items that they would love 
to have to enhance their classroom or    
student services. To assist with purchasing 
these items, a Wish List has been created 
at https://stmaryscanandaigua.org/school-
wish-list. 
   Parents, families, alums, and friends can 
make a tax deductible donation to cover the 
cost of an item, or contribute an amount 
toward the purchase of something from the 
Wish List. Additionally, the actual items 
listed can be purchased and brought to      
St. Mary’s School. Our teachers and staff 
thank you in advance for your support of 
their dedicated work on behalf of SMS    
students.      
 

Thank you to recent donors: 
Jenny Tessendorf 

Andrew & Rachel Robak  

        

St. Genesius Players present… 

Behind the Pageant 

December 6 at 1:30 PM & 6:30 PM New members always welcome! 

PTO & SAC 

MARIAN STUDENTS 
   Students recognized as Marian      

students  reflects our patron saint, 
Mary.  The letters stands for:   
  Motivated 
 Academic Rigor 
 Inspires 
 Action  
 Needed 
   Mary was the mother of Jesus.   Before that 
she was a young girl who was  motivated to 
listen to God and act as she was asked.  We 
hope this role model is one that the students 
can understand and try to follow. Each     
department  recognizes a student each week. 
Each quarter, Marian students have a special 
lunch with Mrs. Deutsch.    

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015zIA0qt6cGcGBw23nJO6bIxUOOcnpGSemUk7DI-s5QmUk0WBLhtaEKuKvoUPwUn9Gl77bIRfVNwd_78JS3Dah6hbMxJVjTxe0KYl-I9TI6d_REX7ILd3sFD9Hmi439Tj4gFWalBWcrJf8lsd6JyEErMPDBelxTBX_QHqne--2hA=&c=v0i2BzFJ3qWM6PAMVJqJtz4vgWB_oqKc8Y4J-C7l5n9SiJ7HV7Ypd
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015zIA0qt6cGcGBw23nJO6bIxUOOcnpGSemUk7DI-s5QmUk0WBLhtaEKuKvoUPwUn9Gl77bIRfVNwd_78JS3Dah6hbMxJVjTxe0KYl-I9TI6d_REX7ILd3sFD9Hmi439Tj4gFWalBWcrJf8lsd6JyEErMPDBelxTBX_QHqne--2hA=&c=v0i2BzFJ3qWM6PAMVJqJtz4vgWB_oqKc8Y4J-C7l5n9SiJ7HV7Ypd


TECHNOLOGY- Mrs. Marvin 

   When we think of education technology we often first think about the hardware: computers, tablets, interactive whiteboards, smartphones 

and the like. But hardware is just a vessel. It’s also important to consider how technology is being used. Students will be using a variety of     
technology throughout the school year in a variety of ways. Here are a few examples of how educational technology will impact student learning 
this year: 
 Students will be finding and analyzing resources and materials using online resources.   
 Students will use technology to keep their learning organized by taking notes, using online classrooms, using calendars, and storing        

documents and projects. 
 Students will communicate with the world beyond the classroom by communicating with experts and peers through video and various 

electronic communications. 
 Students will collaborate. Collaborative digital tools allow them to keep shared notes, edit digital creations at the same time, and work with 

their classmates or others within the school domain from any location with internet access. 
 Students will create. Thanks to a variety of tools available to students in school, they can create and edit music, video, infographics, and 

more to demonstrate what they have learned and hone those creativity skills. 
 Students will code and program. In classes that teach coding, students are learning to program, build, and test their own robots, apps, and 

algorithms. These early simple creations help them learn the skills they will need to design technologies that will solve problems in the 
future. 

 Students will share. Digital communication tools allow students to share their creations – whether they are essays, videos, podcasts, or 
infographics – with people besides their teacher. 

 Students will store their personal documents. Saving notes and digital projects on a hard drive or in the cloud can enable your student to 
maintain and find their work as needed. 

 Students will develop digital citizenship. Students are learn their rights and responsibilities as participants in the digital world. They are 
learning how to exercise their rights and fulfill their responsibilities to make the internet a more positive and productive place for all of us 
in the future.  

   The next time you talk to a student about the technology they are using to complete an assignment or participate in an activity, ask them 
about what skills or practices they are learning.  
 

LIBRARY - Mrs. Enzinna 

   The year started out with a review of library rules and procedures – and an introduction of me as the new librarian.  

Most of the students went on a “scavenger hunt” to familiarize themselves with what is in the library. And, we held a contest to see who could 
guess how many books are in our library (12,663). Third-grader Isla Turkovich came the closest with a guess of 10,000 books.  
   In Kindergarten and 1st grade, we’ve talked about how to treat books – and even made our own “mouse-sized” books. And kindergarteners 
have checked out their first books, which they all were very excited about. 
   Students in 2nd and 3rd grades were introduced to the Dewey Decimal System and how books are organized in our library. We’ve also discussed 
the importance of ABC order and knowing our alphabet.  
   We built on the basic knowledge of the Dewey Decimal System in 4th and 5th grades and worked on organizing and finding books. We’ve also 
begun atlas skills, which the students are using with the 5th-grade Heritage Projects as well as a 4th-grade Social Studies “quest.” 
   In all classes, we’re talking about fiction and non-fiction. In K-3, we’re incorporating our “Author of the Month,” which is David Shannon for 
October and Marc Brown for November. We’re learning about the author through his biography, then listening to some of his books and      
completing related activities. 
   We’ve just completed our first Scholastic Book Fair of the school year. Thank you to everyone who volunteered, stopped by or purchased 
books at our fair. Proceeds help our library and our classroom libraries grow! Thank you! 
 
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATON - Mrs. Cowan 

      Grades 3-8 have finished up units in soccer and a short unit in football.  Third through Eighth grade are also beginning a unit in basketball. 

We have been working on dribbling, passing and shooting skills. SMS basketball season will be here before you know it!  Grades K-2 have  been 
working on throwing, aiming and catching skills. They are also working on jump roping.  
   Congrats to all of our SMS soccer teams for a fun season. Thanks to our coaches that put in their free time!!! Thanks for sharing your special 
children with me. They are AWESOME! 
 

MUSIC - Miss Snyder 
   During this Fall season the sounds of Christmas will fill the music room.  St. Mary Singers has begun to meet on Mondays after school.  There 

is room for more singers!  We meet from 3:15 to 4:00 pm.  Our Christmas Concert is on Monday December 17th in the church at 6:30 
pm.     Middle school students are becoming quite good playing the ukuleles.  They will be playing them in the concert.   Fourth graders are also 
doing well with their recorders.  All of us have been playing the Orff instruments.  Fifth grade is creating their own music with all kinds of      
percussion instruments.  Everyone is learning how to play in a group.  Starting, staying and ending together is an important skill for any          
musician.  We work as a team.  Enjoy the Fall harvest! 
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ART - Mrs. Campolieto 

   We’ve gotten off to a great start this year in the Art room!  There is so much excitement for all our lessons and I love seeing how my students 

use their creativity to problem solve.  
   Pre-K has been working hard at transitioning to the Art room once a week and have been drawing, painting, and coloring to work those little 
finger muscles.  Kindergarten has been color mixing with watercolor pencils and they also used liquid watercolors to create a fall  landscape.  They 
are currently working on their self-portraits while following directions and painting.   
   1st grade and 2nd grade have both been working on color theory review. 1st grade created tints and shades and learned about complementary 
color pairs. They then reviewed warm and cool colors.  2nd grade created their own color wheel and are currently working on mixing paint to  
create tertiary colors. 
   3rd grade is working on portraits.  They first created their self-portrait in a pixilated,  Minecraft style.  Currently, they are creating colorful sugar 
skulls. 4th grade began the year by creating landscapes made out of zentangles and have since moved on to creating patterns inside a leaf design. 
   5th grade also created self-portraits and have begun work on a silhouette of themselves illustrating things they like.   6th grade started their year 
in Art by creating ancient Egyptian scrolls with their names written in hieroglyphics and will begin work on a sarcophagus soon. 
   7th grade is working in the style of  various famous artists.  First, they looked at the symmetrical work of Wayne Thiebaud to create donuts in 
chalk. They have started their next project – taking a cartoon character and painting it in 4 different color families to mimic Andy Warhol’s famous 
screen prints.  8th grade is working on illustrations.  They first took inspiration from Dr. Seuss’ classic book “One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish” 
and recreated his characters from the book.  They are working currently on taking the Mona Lisa and giving her a more modern background.   
   If you ever have any questions, please never hesitate to contact me through the school or email.  Thank  you for sharing your children with       
St. Mary’s. Their creativity is inspiring to observe! 
 

EARLY CHILDHOOD NEWS                                                          
Preschool - Mrs. Cheramie 

Dear Preschool Families,  

   Welcome to Preschool! The month of September has been busy for Preschool! We have started the year with learning the rules and routines of 
the classroom.  Getting to know all of our friends in the classroom has been lots of fun! The  beginning of the year picnic was full of good 
times.  Our classroom activities are focused around the theme of meeting each other and learning more about our new school. Curriculum Night 
was a great night to connect with parents and go over the topics of each month. In Science we have been discussing the topics of “Classroom 
Routines and Colors.” We have learned how to clean up after ourselves, taking attendance, calendar time, listening to directions, and our school 
schedule.   In Religion we are learning Bible stories and how Jesus loves us all! The class is learning about Jesus as the Good Shepherd.  We are 
working in our centers and learning daily routines.  We love attending our music and technology classes!  We sing some wonderful songs and play 
on exciting websites!  Stay up to date on events through classroom emails.  In Math the children learn how to count and manipulate small items 
to count.  In ELA the children enjoy fall books.  We are working on our journals weekly.  The children share ideas and we scribe for them while 
they work on their pictures.    
   October has been fun with the colder weather and the changing colors of leaves on the trees. Our trip to the Pick N’ Patch was a huge success!  
We loved learning about Spookley the Square Pumpkin!  We have been practicing songs for our Halloween party. The class is becoming familiar 
with letters of the alphabet during short lessons.  Practice letter recognition with the children at home to be aware of the letters and sounds.  This 
is a very busy time of year that will be filled with excitement and awesome holiday activities. The month of November will be exciting with the 
anticipation of Thanksgiving.  We will discuss things that make us thankful in our lives. We are excited to share this thrilling time with you and 
your family!    
God Bless You, Mrs. Cheramie  
 

Pre-K- Miss Wisner 

   Welcome Pre-Kindergarten families; your child is officially a student at Saint Mary’s School. The first month of school can be tough. However, 

we had a lot of fun learning all about our school and how we behave during school. Fortunately, we have been taking advantage of the weather 
as much as possible, and playing outside. There have had many opportunities to learn about our friends and the people in our school. September 
and October are busy but we have fallen into a routine. (We are now eating lunch in our room; our lunch time is 11:30-12:00 every day which 
seems to be working out really well.) 
   As we welcomed in the autumn weather we celebrated with a field trip, a couple days off, and a few birthdays.  We had a blast on our trip to the 
Pick’n Patch, a lot of us rode the bus for the first time and that was thrilling! Apples and pumpkins have been two important topics, so far this 
year. We have also started to dive into Jesus and how much he loves all of us.  Each day we count to the date and we have started the letter of 
the week (in no particular order). We have also started to learn a little about firefighters and fire safety.  Safety is a topic that will continue 
throughout the year. 
   November is an exciting month; we will be learning our first class sight word.  As a class we will be learning the word ‘no’. We will be able to 
remember this word because it is at the beginning of November. We will continue our study on color and move into shapes and patterns. Of 
course we have a lot of things planned for Veteran’s Day and Thanksgiving as well.  While in school we try to learn something new every day.         
I know I learn from the kids all the time. Thank you for trusting us with your children and for helping us all learn a little more each month! 
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KINDERGARTEN - Mrs. Falbo 

   These last 2 months of school have flown by. Kindergarteners have gotten into their school and classroom routines 

and are doing a great job. The first few months of Kindergarten are hard but we are persevering every day and doing 
amazing work. 
   In Religion the class has learned all about how God created the world and all the people who love us. We have begun 
to work on the topic of how God made us all unique and special and will continue that. All Saints Day, Thanksgiving, 
Advent and Christmas will be some important topics in the coming months. We will also continue our month focus on a 
“Fruit of the Spirit” having done love in October, joy in November, and peace in December. 
   We have worked our way through the “alphabet boot camp” and the children will now be going back to really work 
on learning letter sounds and handwriting of each letter. We have learned how to listen and explore in reading. The 
class covered characters and setting. They began to learn how to infer. Over the next few month in ELA we will be 
working topics that require us to listen to understand and listen to learn. We will focus on both fiction and non-fiction 
stories and topics. We will continue to work on learning our sight words and build our words. In Writing the class will 
begin from going from illustrators to writers.  
   In Math we have worked on the numbers 1-10 and greater and less than. In the coming months we will work on  
comparing numbers (greater/fewer/equal) and classifying. We work daily on number recognition and number writing 
and have set our goal to be able to count to 50 by  December. 
   In Science we wrapped up our weather and season unit and our living things unit. We will build upon our plants and 
animal unit in the spring as well. The class will also begin a unit on Physical Science. In Social Studies we learned about 
rules and laws and being a good citizen. We will talk about communities and my favorite unit then and now. 
   I look forward to all the fun things coming up in the next few months! 
 

 

 

 
 

GRADE 1 - Mrs. Radak 

   First Grade had a very busy October with pumpkins and apples guiding the way. We had a wonderful time at the  

apple farm and the Halloween parade was a huge success. November will keep us just as busy.  In Religion we will 
begin Unit Three which will focus on how Jesus helped people, how Jesus teaches love and the ways in which we pray. 
We will continue with Daily 4 as a way to provide us with reading, writing and word practice. We also continue to work 
on reading comprehension, reading strategies, spelling and focused writing lessons. We are working on narrative 
writing pieces that bring us from a big topic to a small moment.  In Math we will be continuing our unit on subtraction.  
Lastly, this November we will be remembering the many reasons we have to be thankful.  
 

GRADE 2 - Miss Barker 

    It has been a great start to the year in second grade! We are starting to become familiar with our routines and      

procedures. In Religion, we have been working on Unit 1, which is called God’s Revelation. We have discussed God’s 
creations, God’s promise, and God’s word. In ELA, we finished our fiction unit on strong characters. We learned about 
how character’s respond to challenges and character traits. We also do Daily 5 rotations every day. In Math, we have 
completed Topic 1, which focused on addition and subtraction strategies from numbers 1-20 and Topic 2, which       
focused on repeated addition and odd/even numbers. In Writing, we have been focusing on writing really good        
sentences and are beginning to write personal narratives. In Science, we have been working on learning about plants 
and their needs. In Social Studies, we have been discussing communities. We have learned about urban, suburban, and 
rural communities. We have been having a lot of fun and learning a lot of new things so far in second grade! I look   
forward to the rest of the year!  
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GRADE 3 - Miss Vistocco 

     Third grade is off to a wonderfully productive and joyful year! Throughout September and October we have expanded 

our understanding of  addition, subtraction, and rounding. The students have also begun to interact with numbers and 
information in a clear and organized format by creating and interpreting graphs.  In Science, students have learned 
about magnets and will soon be participating in labs practicing and testing theories. While studying character            
development, students recently completed the novel  Because of Winn Dixie and will soon enjoy Where the Mountain 
Meets the Moon to gain an appreciation and understanding for folklore and learn more about character development! 
Lastly, in Social Studies, students will continue to learn about the regions of the United States as we move into our next 
unit on climate and weather.  
 

GRADE 4 - Mrs. Baxter                                      

   Hello 4th Grade Families, 

We have been hard at work here in the classroom and are off to a great start! In Math, we have been working on    
number sense and making meaning of multiplication. In Social Studies, we have been looking at geography in the    
United States and the essential question,"how does geography affect where we live?" In ELA, we have been hard at 
work establishing our Writer's Community while listening to and discussing examples of good writing. Finally, in        
Religion, we have started looking at the Goodness of God and have completed our 1st memorized prayer, the Prayer of 
St. Francis. Thank you for all of your love and support! 

   May God's goodness be with you always, Mrs. Baxter   

 

GRADE 5 - Mrs. Maslyn 

   The Fifth Graders of St. Mary’s School have had an AWESOME start of the school year!  All the students have gotten 

right into the swing of things and we have covered SO MUCH curriculum so far.   
   In Math the students have worked on and completed three (3) topics thus far: Place Value, Adding and Subtracting 
Decimals and Multiplication of Whole Numbers.  They have completed many activities, taken notes and worked        
collaboratively with their peers to complete word problems 
    We are very fortunate this year in that we have new materials for both Science and Social Studies through Pearson 
Realize.  While having new materials can be overwhelming for both the students and myself, I have found that they are 
easy to use and the students LOVE all the interactive lessons and lab activities.  We have covered two chapters in     
Science and two chapters in SS so far! 
   In Religion we have worked on “God’s Creation” and “The 7 Sacraments” so far.  The students and I have had a lot of 
discussions around these topics as well as completed some poster projects to hang around our school.  Lastly, ELA!  My 
favorite subject to teach.  We have completed our “Heritage” unit and they have all started their Heritage Projects and 
I can’t wait to see what they do!  Our  Heritage Fair will be on 11/7 from 1:15-2:30 pm in Dougherty Hall.  All are      

welcome to stop in. We have also started our first novel unit, “Bridge to Terabithia”.  Happy Fall to ALL  
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Picture Re-Takes  
November 13 

9 - 10 AM 
 
 
 

Warm Clothing 
 

Please make certain students 
dress appropriately for cold 

weather.  Students have daily 
recess with the exception of 
rainy days & temperatures 

below 20°. 

Gift Card Orders 
Due by Nov. 13 
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Science, Gr. 6 Math & Gr. 6 Homeroom - Miss Gales 

   Welcome to a fresh new year in Middle School Science! All students are off to a terrific start! Students have adjusted well to new      

routines and expectations in the classroom with having a new teacher. I have been extremely proud of all of my students’ efforts and 
could not be happier to be here at Saint Mary’s with all of them.  
   In order to better prepare students for the next generation standards we decided to align our science topics to better fit the standards. 
The 6th graders are now learning physical science along with the 8th grade class so these students will be able to take integrated science as 
8th graders. This class will act as a pre-requisite to Earth Science in High School.  
   So far the 6th and 8th grade have been learning about the various forms of potential and kinetic energy. Students have had hands-on 
experience with labs such as our rubber band elastic energy practice and our chemical energy balloon experiment. Students will be       
learning all about thermal energy as well as the conservation of energy in the upcoming weeks.  
   The 7th graders have been studying the many functions that organelles have in cells with a cell model project that sparked creativity! 
Students will be finishing up our unit on Genetics and Reproduction soon. In the next coming weeks we will be moving towards learning 
about traits and adaptations. 
   At this point in time all students have finalized their science fair topics and should start working on these at home. I will be                  
communicating with students about their projects in class but most of the work will be conducted outside of school. The science fair will 
be on February 13, 2019! I am very excited to start seeing these ideas come to life!  
   It has been a joy to watch these students strive to be the best that they can be. I see this drive and motivation daily . Please feel free 
to reach out with any questions or concerns you may have. 
6TH Grade Math 

   Welcome to a brand new year in 6th grade Math! I have truly enjoyed working with the 6th grade and watching them strive to master the 
math topics we study in class. My students are not afraid to ask for help and always utilize advisory time to make sure they are completing 
math problems accurately! I could not be happier.  
   We started off the year with a review unit on operations and fractions. Students quickly remembered how to work with fractions and 
decimals when multiplying and dividing.  
In the next 6 weeks we will be learning about rational numbers and practicing using the number line. Students will also be introduced to 
absolute value and understand the difference between positive and negative integers.  
   I am excited to move forward in our math journey together and look forward to the new skills we will start to accumulate! As always 
please feel free to reach out if you have any questions or concerns. 
 

ELA & Gr. 7 Homeroom - Mrs. Palleschi 

    Welcome to a new year of Middle School ELA!  All students are off to a great start, and are adjusting nicely to middle school routines 

and expectations.  I am proud of the efforts they are making so far, and hope to find creative ways to inspire their love of reading and 
writing as the year progresses. 
   All grade levels have begun vocabulary work, which is personally one of my favorite parts of our ELA curriculum! Words are challenging 
at all grade levels, and students are encouraged to differentiate for themselves so that they experience success in their learning.  As     
vocabulary increases, so too does comprehension of difficult texts and writing ability, so kudos to all students for tackling the task of 
learning so much new vocabulary throughout the year! 
   In the writing department, all students have completed some excellent pieces in the first few weeks of school…6th graders wrote some 
fun poetry entitled “What My Name Means” and also wrote descriptive paragraphs about one memorable event from their Adirondack 
trip; 7th graders wrote two narratives – one about a favorite summer memory and another telling about a “memory object” of their   
choosing; 8th graders wrote a persuasive essay on a topic of their choice. 
   Finally, all grade levels are ready to move on to their first novels of the school year….realistic fiction for everyone!  Be on the lookout for: 
Hatchet, by Gary Paulsen, for 6th graders; Hoot, by Carl Hiassen, for 7th graders; and The Outsiders, by S.E. Hinton, for 8th graders.  Within 
each of these novels, the focus will be on understanding plot and character development, and students will engage in many active       
reading/summarizing/text connection activities throughout their reading. 
   As always, please reach out to me at any time with any questions or concerns about ELA…your children are wonderful to have in front of 
me each and every day, and I look forward to a great year of learning!  Mrs. Palleschi 
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  Social Studies & Gr. 8 Homeroom - Mr. Williams 

   The first weeks of school have been busy and eventful. Eighth graders began the year with a unit called “The Mission Begins – The   
Pentecost, the Holy Spirit and the Church”. They have studied the beginning of the Church in the Acts of the Apostles and some of the 
important people in the Church’s early history and their impact and lasting influence. Now  students will grow in their understanding of 
the four Marks of the Church--one, holy, and catholic, and apostolic and focus on the role of the Holy Spirit in the Church from the       
Pentecost to present-day.  In social studies the year began with a unit on Reconstruction. We focused on the regional tensions following 
the Civil War that complicated efforts to heal the nation and to redefine the status of African Americans. Now students are learning about 
“A Changing Society” in the United States post Civil War.  Industrialization and immigration contributed to the urbanization of America.   
Problems resulting from these changes sparked the Progressive movement and increased calls for reform. In this unit, each student will 
finish and present mini-projects on progressive reformers of the age.  In addition, we will be working in class on a primary source study of 
the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire.  
   Seventh graders began the year with a unit called “Who is Jesus? What is His Mission -- Incarnation and the Paschal Mystery”. We  
focused on the Passion of Christ and how his suffering and resurrection changed the history of the world and allow us to experience the 
Risen Lord in the sacraments, Scripture and the faith community. Now we are answering the question: “What Would Jesus Do (WWJD)?” 
as we study the Gospels, miracle stories and parables. For social studies, the class completes our study of the Exploration and the Colonial 
Era and begins to examine the Revolutionary Era. As we move toward Thanksgiving, your child will discuss the crisis that led to conflict 
in the colonies and continue by examining the Revolutionary War.   
   Most people associate pyramids and pharaohs with ancient Egypt. Having studied the Neolithic Revolution and the beginnings of        
civilization in Mesopotamia, sixth graders will study this well-known ancient civilization. Among other things, they will be able to explain 
why the ancient Egyptians only built their pyramids on the west bank of the Nile River.  
 

7
th

 & 8
th

 Grade Math - Miss Pohorence 
   We have had a great start to the year in 7th and 8th grade math. Students are falling into routine and doing very well.  

   In math 7, we have finish our first unit on real numbers and operations and moving into some pre-algebra work with algebraic            
expressions and equations for the month of November and will then begin our geometry unit. Throughout our geometry unit, students 
will work   together to engineer geometric ornaments using concepts and tools from class to create a unique Christmas Geome-tree! 

   Math 8 students have successfully mastered exponents and scientific notation in their first unit and are in the middle of their                 
pre-algebra unit on expressions and equations. This year, they are looking at how to create algebraic equations from word problems and 
will make a connection between proportional relationships from 7th grade with algebraic equations. We will tie our math concepts in this 
unit with social studies as we look at changes in human population. In December, the class will look at functions and will be examining 
how everyday they experience mathematical functions.  

   Algebra students have completed 3 topics - Introduction to algebra, algebraic equations, and inequalities. We have moved onto         
functions and Algebra is also creating a function diary. Then, in December the students will dive deep into linear equations and system of           
equations.  
 

SPANISH  - Señor Pursel  
   ¡ Hola!  Welcome to another year of Spanish studies. I enjoy the cooler fall weather and the start of a new school year.  At this point, 
everyone understands my expectations. 
   During September, the Seventh Grade worked on greetings and conversational Spanish.  All students must learn to speak in  Spanish so 
they can become comfortable with Spanish dialogue.  We also went over interrogatives and regular “ar” verb constructions.  We will    
continue to work on Unit One material, such as conjugating “ar” verbs. Also, we began to work on irregular verbs such as ser, estar, gustar 
and ir. and tener, a stem changing “boot verb”. Students should be able to state their age, greet each other in Spanish, say where people 
are from, and express their likes and dislikes. 
   Grade Eight is working toward mastery of the New York State Foreign Language Standards.  Students must be able to read, write, listen 
for understanding and speak the language in order to be successful on their final placement exam which occurs next June.  At this time, 
we continue to review what was covered last year in order to check for retention before continuing with new material. Students should be 
able to translate information accurately. Also, it is essential that students know all question words in Spanish in order to give appropriate 
responses in complete sentences.   
   Weekly vocabulary assignments are due on Monday or Tuesday for full credit for both 7th and 8th grade.  Vocabulary testing occurs on 
Thursdays for both grades. This will be our regular schedule unless there is an interruption in the calendar, like a snow day, holiday or 
special event.  All  students are encouraged to study vocabulary on a nightly basis and not wait until Wednesday night to cram for the 
Thursday quiz.          
   All students must take their studies very seriously. They need to review current and old vocabulary regularly, as well as grammar, for at 
least 20 minutes per day in order to successfully communicate in the Spanish language.   If your child is struggling with the content, please 
contact me as soon as possible with a phone call to discuss suggestions for improvement. I may also schedule your son/daughter to attend 
Advisory Time (2:15 on Fridays) for Spanish review.  Let’s have a good year together!  Adiós. 
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS 
REMEMBER ... you  may  “dress casually” on your birthday or another day of    

choice when your birthday falls on a no school day!  

        NOVEMBER 
 

 1 - Jared Johnson 
      Ryanne Smith 

 2 - Cannon Howell  

 3 - Olivia McConnon 
                  Mrs. Nicoletti 

 4 - James West 

 5 - Henry May       

 6 - Mrs. Chaides 
                  William Yingling 

 7 - Mr. Pursel 

 9 - Mrs. Cheramie 
                  Colin Coakley                  

           13 - Katherine Steinmetz 
           15 - Evangeline Clark 
           16 - Meredith Davern 
                  Mason Macri 
                  Sienna Morehouse       
           17 - Mrs. Simmons 
           18 - Brooks Baxter 
      Nina Tran 
      Miss Vistocco 
           19 - Jesse Bodine 
                  Carissa Guadagna 
      Grace Testa 
           23 - Elena Soberon 
           24 - Meaghan Wiepert 

           25 - Miss Meenan 

           29 - Brody Testa 

           30 - Mrs. Cowan 

       DECEMBER 
                    

 2 - Miss Finewood 
 5 - Noah Schock 
 6 - Sophia Enzinna 
           11 - Noelle Lewis 
           14 - Alaina Militello 
           15 - Henry Penkitis 
                   Miss Snyder 
           19 - Gabriel Cotter 
      Addison Mellor 
           20 - Maya Fantauzzi 
      William Neubecker 
           31 - Addyson Yingling 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER EVENTS: 

November 7 - Early Dismissal at 11:30 AM 

November 10 - NO SCHOOL/Faculty Retreat 

November 11 - NO SCHOOL/Veterans Day 

November 21 - Early Dismissal at 11:30 AM 

November 26 - 28 - NO SCHOOL/Thanksgiving Recess 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR UPCOMING EVENTS: 

February 8 - PTO Movie Night 

February 13 - Science Fair & Bake Sale 

March 20 - Spring Pictures 

March 23 - Casino Night at FLCC 

May 2 - Family Bingo Night 

May 7 - Teacher Appreciation Day 

May 17 - Mass & May Crowning 

June 7 - Mass & Volunteer Appreciation 

June 19 - Graduation 

June 20 - Seabreeze Family Day 

 JANUARY            

   2 - Gabriel Lewis 

 3 - Oliver Notebaert  

 4 - Connor Howland 

 5 - Eleanor Marvin 
                  Gabriel Marvin     

 6 - Aria Trickey 
             7 - Anthony-Lee Cole 

 8 - Jacob Bodine 
           14 - Janae Fontaine 
                   Mrs. Pietropaolo 
           16 - Rory Vanderpool 
           17 - Henry Andzulis 
           19 - Emily Sergeant 
           20 - Aunt Ginny 
                  Leo Greenstein                    
           21 - Ethan Kofira 
                   Mrs. Nicholson 
                   Emma Spiehler 
           22 - Mrs. Palleschi 

           23 - Veronica Fox 
                  Christopher O’Neill            
           24 - Lennon Knight 
           26 - Amy Tran 
                  Mrs. Marvin 
           28 - Leliah Garrett 
           29 - Mrs. Cambalik 
                  McKenna Macri 
                  Matthew Nicoletti                   
                  Mr. Wolfe 

           31 - Liam Huynh       
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